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Important Updates
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Important Updates
Coming to a Cleveland Clinic location?


E. 100th Street on Cleveland Clinic main campus closed

Hillcrest Cancer Center check-in changes

Cole Eye entrance closing

Visitation and COVID-19 information
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Giving Does Good


Make a Donation
Contact Our Team















When you donate to Cleveland Clinic, we put 100% of your gift to work advancing healthcare research, education and innovation for years to come.





Your Gift Advances the Breakthroughs of Tomorrow and Changes Lives Today














Gratitude. What drives us to count blessings and give thanks? "The Gratitude Sessions" bring givers and receivers together in open, inspiring discussions. Strangers become friends. Gratitude unites us in shared humanity. Watch at cle.clinic/GratitudeSessions to see the full episodes and photos.




Why Give to Cleveland Clinic?
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Clear vision:

With the help of philanthropic partners like you, we tackle the toughest challenges in healthcare. Our breakthroughs from your generosity benefit patients around the world, now and in the future. Learn more about our giving priorities.
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Groundbreaking work:

Advanced Alzheimer’s research. A breast cancer vaccine now in trials. More effective treatments for children with ADHD. These are just a few of the impactful innovations made possible by your donations. Together, we will continue to support Cleveland Clinic’s world-leading researchers, scientists and clinicians — because this is where your gift goes the furthest.
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Direct impact:

100% of your gift directly supports our mission to advance healthcare through patient care, research and education. Our unique model means your philanthropic dollars do not pay for operating costs.
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Personal giving:

Contribute to a cause close to your heart. We have many ways to donate, so it’s easy to make a donation that’s meaningful for you and your family. Donate online or choose from our other ways to give, such as hosting a community fundraiser, making a planned gift or becoming a virtual VeloSano fundraiser.
 



View more reasons:

View less:




How You Make a Difference










Stories of How Giving Does Good
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Register Today: VeloSano Bike to Cure


VeloSano is a global fundraising movement for hope and action, created to swiftly enable the treatments of today and the cures of tomorrow through innovative, transformative research happening at Cleveland Clinic locations around the world.
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Join Us for the Derby Day Soiree 


The Cleveland Clinic Children’s Derby Day Soirée is a fun, fresh experience for our donors to support care for children and their families, educate the best and brightest Cleveland Clinic caregivers, and, most importantly, seed and speed pediatric research.
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Helping Martin South Patients Take Heart Care Home


Two hospital-based internists at Cleveland Clinic Martin South, knew something could be done to help prevent repeated emergencies for heart patients, so they applied for and received a Catalyst Grant to help patients stay healthy at home. 
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What a Celebrated Tennessee ‘Voice’ Is Saying About Cleveland Clinic


Bob “Voice of the Vols” Kesling, broadcaster for the University of Tennessee Volunteers, didn’t want to become a benchwarmer following knee replacement surgery. Learn why he’s putting his support behind orthopaedic research at Cleveland Clinic.
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Advocating for World Class Care in Florida


The Vecellio family has set a remarkable standard for community engagement and social responsibility. Their generosity and their philanthropic spirit have inspired others to join in the collective effort to build a healthier and more compassionate world.
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Cleveland Clinic Magazine 


We love sharing stories about people whose generosity makes a difference for the greater good. The latest issue of Cleveland Clinic Magazine tells the story of all things gratitude, including “The Gratitude Sessions” - an eight-part streaming series that brings together folks from both sides of the giving/receiving equation.
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Get Involved

Learn more about how you can get involved through upcoming events for Cleveland Clinic's Philanthropy Institute.




View Upcoming EventsSearch for a Fundraising Event 
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Publications

Your stories tell our story. Meet some of the extraordinary individuals whose generosity has made a difference for our patients, their families and the communities we serve.




Subscribe to Publications 










Support the Healthcare Breakthroughs of Tomorrow













As a nonprofit healthcare organization, gifts of all sizes to Cleveland Clinic are invested in providing the highest-quality, compassionate care, conducting lifesaving research and offering leading-edge medical education. 100% of every gift is invested in saving and changing lives in our local communities and around the world.
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Actions


Appointments & AccessAccepted InsuranceEvents CalendarFinancial AssistanceGive to Cleveland ClinicPay Your Bill OnlinePrice TransparencyRefer a PatientPhone DirectoryVirtual Second OpinionsVirtual Visits 



Blog, News & Apps


Consult QDHealth EssentialsNewsroomMyClevelandClinicMyChart 



About Cleveland Clinic


100 Years of Cleveland ClinicAbout UsLocationsQuality & Patient SafetyOffice of Diversity & InclusionPatient ExperienceResearch & InnovationsCommunity CommitmentCareersFor EmployeesResources for Medical Professionals 



Site Information & Policies


Send Us FeedbackSite MapAbout this WebsiteCopyright, Reprint & LicensingWebsite Terms of UsePrivacy PolicyNotice of Privacy PracticesNon-Discrimination Notice 
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